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Introduction
Cell adhesion to the ECM is mediated via adhesion receptors, 
mainly integrins (Hynes, 1992), which are involved directly or 
indirectly in multiple processes including cell migration, mor-
phogenesis, differentiation, and survival. When cells bind to an 
external surface, transmembrane multiprotein complexes such as 
focal adhesions (FAs) are formed, which consist of diverse scaf-
folding and signaling molecules (Geiger et al., 2001; Berrier 
and Yamada, 2007; Campbell, 2008). To date, >150 molecules, 
collectively known as the “adhesome” (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007a; 
see http://www.adhesome.org), have been shown to reside, con-
stitutively or transiently, in FAs and related integrin-mediated 
contacts (Geiger et al., 2001). These adhesion structures are highly 
dynamic, undergoing continuous assembly and disassembly 
during cell attachment and migration (Sastry and Burridge, 
2000; Zamir et al., 2000; Kaverina et al., 2002).
Understanding this multicomponent and multifunctional 
system constitutes a major experimental challenge for re-
searchers  interested  in  structure–function  relationships  at 
adhesion sites.
A novel and powerful approach for addressing this chal-
lenge involves the application of the siRNA technique (Echeverri 
and Perrimon, 2006), which enables the specific perturbation of 
expression of selected genes. In this paper, we screened three 
siRNA libraries targeting genes encoding protein and lipid 
kinases and phosphatases, as well as a library targeting many of 
the known or suspected migration- and adhesion-related (MAR) 
genes (Simpson et al., 2008). High-resolution light microscopy, 
together with quantitative image analysis, was used to assess 
the effects of this treatment on the morphology of FAs, on their 
subcellular distribution, and on cell spreading and elongation 
(Liron et al., 2006; Paran et al., 2006).
To analyze the results of the screen, we took a systems 
biology approach, creating a multiparametric dataset of all the 
siRNAs that were found to induce significant changes (absolute 
z score > 3.5) in at least one of the FA or cell morphology fea-
tures measured. This approach enabled us to analyze multiple 
effects with diverse strength. Analysis of these data revealed a 
high correlation between different FA morphological features 
(area, paxillin intensity, and length) in control and in most of the 
siRNA-treated cells.
  C
ell adhesion to the extracellular matrix is mediated 
by elaborate networks of multiprotein complexes 
consisting of adhesion receptors, cytoskeletal com-
ponents, signaling molecules, and diverse adaptor proteins. 
To explore how specific molecular pathways function in 
the assembly of focal adhesions (FAs), we performed a high-
throughput,  high-resolution,  microscopy-based  screen. 
We used small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) to target human 
kinases, phosphatases, and migration- and adhesion-
related genes. Multiparametric image analysis of control 
and of siRNA-treated cells revealed major correlations 
between  distinct  morphological  FA  features.  Clustering 
analysis identified different gene families whose perturba-
tion induced similar effects, some of which uncoupled the 
interfeature correlations. Based on these findings, we pro-
pose a model for the molecular hierarchy of FA formation, 
and tested its validity by dynamic analysis of FA formation 
and turnover. This study provides a comprehensive infor-
mation resource on the molecular regulation of multiple 
cell adhesion features, and sheds light on signaling mech-
anisms regulating the formation of integrin adhesions.
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60×/0.9 NA objective (Liron et al., 2006; Paran et al., 2006). 
A full screen of the three human siRNA libraries was repeated 
twice in duplicates, using SMARTpool concentrations of 100 nM 
and 50 nM.
Only plates with transfection efficiency better than 90%, 
based on the siTOX transfection control (which induces cell 
death; see Materials and methods), were taken for analysis. More-
over, we verified that the expression of fluorescent paxillin was 
suppressed by at least 99% using paxillin siRNA (Fig. S1).
The  phenotypic  features  examined  in  this  screen  were 
subdivided into four main categories: cell coverage (percentage 
of total image area), which reflects cell number and spreading; 
FA  morphology,  which  includes  FA  area  (60th  percentile, 
namely the FA area below which 60% of all FAs are found), FA 
mean intensity (60th percentile), FA length (90th percentile), 
and the percentage of small and round (dot-like) FAs, a rather 
prominent FA morphology feature; FA distribution, which in-
cludes FA abundance and peripheral FA; and cell shape, which 
includes spreading and elongation.
In this analysis, we define FAs as all distinct paxillin- 
containing structures larger than 0.25 µm
2. Such structures cor-
respond to bona fide FAs, as well as to focal complexes and 
fibrillar adhesions. The distinction between these structures is 
beyond the capacity of a single molecule (paxillin)-based high-
throughput assay.
Based on these correlations, we proposed a model for 
the hierarchical regulation of FA assembly. Informatic analysis 
yielded clusters of siRNAs, each of which induced a distinct 
“phenotypic signature.” Many of these clusters were enriched 
in siRNAs targeting genes involved in similar biological func-
tions. Our screen sheds light on several principles of FA regu-
lation, and highlights the involvement of specific genes in the 
orchestrated regulation of cell adhesion and morphogenesis.
Results
Screening for siRNAs affecting FAs and 
cell shape
To identify genes involved in the regulation of FAs and cell 
shape, we conducted an siRNA screen using an automated, 
high-resolution, microscope-based assay (Fig. 1). For this pur-
pose, an FA reporter cell line (HeLa cells expressing YFP-
paxillin), specifically selected for its uniform FA morphology 
and distribution, was prepared (see Materials and methods). For 
the screen, cells were seeded on fibronectin-coated 384-well plates 
and transfected (24 h later) with the three human siRNA librar-
ies chosen for this purpose: one targeting kinases (n = 576), 
a second targeting phosphatases (n = 192), and a custom li-
brary targeting MAR genes (n = 312). After fixation (72 h after 
transfection), wells were screened microscopically using a 
Figure  1.  Workflow  of  the  screen.  Schematic  de-
scription of the screen, including the cellular assay, 
automatic image acquisition, scoring of the images, 
statistical evaluation of the data (including data vali-
dation), and bioinformatics analysis.425 MODULATION OF CELL ADHESION BY RNAi • Winograd-Katz et al.
Figure 2.  Summary of the effects of siRNAs on the analyzed features. Single images of representative sample wells, showing significantly high or low   
z scores in FA morphological features or significantly high or low manual scores in FA distribution or cell shape features. The images in the “Low Z-score” or 
“Low score” columns are those with significantly low z scores or manual scores, respectively. The images in the “High Z-score” or “High score” columns are 
those with significantly high z scores or manual scores, respectively. (a) Untransfected and Risc-free–transfected HeLa cells expressing YFP-paxillin (controls). 
(b) Examples of hits that varied widely from control cells in their FA morphological features: FA area, FA intensity, FA length, and small and round FAs.   
(c) Examples of hits that varied significantly from control cells in FA distribution features: FA abundance, and peripheral FA. (d) Examples of hits that varied 
significantly from control cells in cell shape features: cell elongation and cell spreading. The siRNAs are designated by their Entrez gene symbol (National 
Center for Biotechnology Information). For full information concerning the hits, see Table S2. Bar (applies to all images), 10 µm.JCB • VOLUME 186 • NUMBER 3 • 2009   426
After the collection of images from all wells (36 high- 
resolution images per well), each FA morphology parameter 
was quantified and statistically evaluated. To identify siRNA 
hits, z scores (subtraction of the controls mean from each indi-
vidual raw score, followed by division of the difference by the 
controls standard deviation) were calculated for each individual 
feature of each siRNA, based on comparison with the corre-
sponding values of the control wells in the same plate.
Those siRNA phenotypes that displayed an absolute z score 
value of >3.5 in both screens (using 100 nM or 50 nM siRNA) 
for at least one parameter were considered hits (see the “Data 
analysis” in the Materials and methods section for a detailed 
description of the data analysis process, and for the assessment 
of experimental variability).
There was usually good agreement between the 100 nM 
and 50 nM screens, except that at 100 nM, many of the siRNAs 
induced lower cell coverage, and the percentage of toxic wells 
was high (21% compared with 3.6% at 50 nM). We therefore 
repeated the screen at 50 nM in order to lower the toxicity and 
off-target effects. siRNAs that were hits at 50 nM and toxic at 
100 nM were included in the hit list.
For hit siRNAs, FA distribution features and cell shape 
features were scored manually, and compared with controls. 
Fig. S2 shows the reproducibility of each of the measured fea-
tures; moreover, to assess the reproducibility of our measure-
ments, we calculated the mean coefficient of variance (standard 
deviation divided by the mean of all the z scores) for each 
siRNA in the screen (displayed in Table S2).
We also visually examined all the screen images in order 
to exclude wells with highly heterogeneous cell culture or other 
technical artifacts. In this manner, we identified hits that in the 
visual scoring were significantly different from controls, but 
had no effect on FA morphology.
Fig. 2 depicts single images of sample wells in which 
treatment with the specified siRNAs led to phenotypes with a 
low or high z score or manual score in the analysis. The images 
are grouped according to the features analyzed: control cells 
(Fig. 2 a), FA morphological features (Fig. 2 b), FA distribution 
features (Fig. 2 c), and cell shape features (Fig. 2 d).
Wells in which cell coverage was lower than 12% (al-
together, 39 siRNAs in the 50-nM screen) were not scored for FA 
and cell shape features. Whether these siRNAs primarily target 
cell viability or cell adhesion remains to be explored. Neverthe-
less, based on the prominence, within this group, of siRNAs 
targeting cell cycle regulators and nuclear factor B activation 
pathway components (Table S1), we assumed that most of the 
siRNAs affected cell number, target cell proliferation, and sur-
vival, rather than cell adhesion. The complete screening records, 
divided into hits, non-hits, and low cell coverage siRNA pheno-
types, are available in Table S2.
The number of hits scoring positive for at least one   
parameter was very high, close to 45% of all siRNAs tested. 
The percentage of hits was particularly high among the MARs 
and phosphatases (53%), and lower among kinases (38%). 
The high frequency of hits may be attributed to the extensive 
involvement of these particular protein families in cell adhesion. 
Indeed, for individual features, the values were considerably 
smaller, ranging from 7.8% for cell elongation to 23.5% for 
FA length.
Analysis of the siRNA screen data
Cross-correlation between different FA mor-
phological features in control cells. One advantage of-
fered by a multiparametric screen is that it enables exploration 
of the interrelationships between the different structural fea-
tures tested, irrespective of the particular siRNA treatment used. 
In control cells, we specifically calculated the correlations be-
tween FA area, mean intensity, and length. In Fig. 3 a, scatter 
plots of two control wells are presented, with each point repre-
senting a single FA. The data revealed a high correlation be-
tween FA area and length, suggesting that the growth of FAs is 
primarily attributable to elongation (R = 0.94). A high correla-
tion between FA area and FA intensity was also observed, indi-
cating that larger FAs (in area, R = 0.73; and in length, R = 0.70) 
also contain higher local concentrations of plaque proteins such 
as paxillin.
For a visual representation of these relationships, we marked 
the centers of mass of the FAs by crosses, color-coded according 
to the magnitude of the designated feature (area, mean intensity, 
or length). We found that the distribution of the colored crosses 
was closely similar between the images, which further indicates 
their correspondence to the correlation values (Fig. 3 b).
Clustering of siRNAs, based on their differen-
tial effects on FA and cellular features. To explore the 
biological pathways that regulate the various FA and cellular 
features, either separately or together, the “hit siRNAs” were 
clustered according to their phenotypes. To further analyze the 
effects of groups of genes on the various stages of cell adhesion 
(namely, FA establishment, FA maturation, and cell spreading), 
the hits were clustered according to their effects on each sepa-
rate group of features (FA morphology, FA distribution, or cell 
shape). To search for enrichment of biological features in the 
clusters, we used Genomica software (Segal et al., 2004; http://
genomica.weizmann.ac.il/), searching in the Human BioCarta 
and Human Gene ontology (biological process and molecular 
function) databases.
Three groups, each consisting of 8–9 clusters, were identi-
fied,  some  of  which  were  enriched  with  a  particular  set  of   
biological features. As shown in Fig. 4, each cluster was char-
acterized by a particular “phenotypic signature,” representing 
the overall effect of the particular siRNAs. It is noteworthy that 
the graphs presented in Fig. 4 correspond to the mean strength 
of the effect of the siRNAs (according to the automatic z scores 
or manual scores). Thus, some of the clusters (e.g., MC1, -2, 
-3, and -4) could be regarded as having similar effects, though 
at varying degrees. These related clusters are grouped together 
in Fig. 4.
Clusters of FA morphological features (MC). 
The most common effects of the siRNAs on FA morphology 
were characterized by inhibition of FA area, mean intensity, and 
length,  and  an  increase  in  small  and  round  FAs  in  varying   
degrees. Those effects did not change the correlation of the fea-
tures, also shown in control cells. (Fig. 4 a; compare clusters 
MC1, -2, -3, and 4). However, the siRNAs associated with clusters 427 MODULATION OF CELL ADHESION BY RNAi • Winograd-Katz et al.
MC4 included siRNAs that induced slight changes in FA mor-
phology; it also included a large number of siRNAs, the majority 
of which led to major changes in features represented in the 
other cluster sets. Clusters MC5 and MC6 were found to be 
enriched with cytoskeletal regulators.
MC5, -6, and -7 altered this tight correlation (Fig. 4 a). Clusters 
MC1 and MC2, which led to higher z scores, were mainly en-
riched  with  siRNAs  targeting  signaling  molecules,  whereas 
MC3, characterized by lower z scores, was enriched with siRNAs 
targeting proteases and actin filament-based processes. Cluster 
Figure 3.  Correlations between FA morphological features 
in control cells. (a) Scatter plots of FA morphological param-
eters from two different control wells (one high-resolution 
image per well) showing the correlation between the follow-
ing FA morphological parameters: FA area, FA mean intensity 
(A.U., arbitrary units), and FA length. The mean correlation 
value (R) is shown. (b) A typical image of control cells (RISC 
Free), segmented in order to define FA objects and calculate 
their parameters. The centers of mass of the FAs are marked 
by crosses, color-coded according to the magnitude of the 
designated feature (area, mean intensity, and length). Red, 
high; yellow, medium; blue, low. Bar, 10 µm.JCB • VOLUME 186 • NUMBER 3 • 2009   428
“no-effect” (MC-NE) cluster contained all the siRNAs that had no 
significant effect on FA morphology, yet affected other features.
Clusters of FA distribution features (DC). The 
FA distribution parameters (“DC clusters”) refer to the abun-
dance and subcellular localization of the adhesion sites. Only 
21 siRNAs induced an increase in FA abundance; DC1 and DC2 
Our analysis suggests that clusters MC1–4 primarily regu-
late the extent to which a preset assembly process is activated, 
whereas clusters MC5 and MC6 affect the individual structural 
features of FAs in varying ways. Cluster MC7, which induces 
an increase in small and round FAs (without affecting other mor-
phological features) is enriched in mitosis-regulating genes. The 
Figure 4.  Phenotypic signatures defined by clustering of the siRNA effects, and the biological features enriched in each cluster. Graphic representation 
of the mean scores of recorded features, showing the “phenotypic signature” of each cluster. The number of siRNAs in each cluster is indicated below the 
cluster name. Clusters with similar effects but with varying intensities are framed together. Tables on the right indicate biological features that are enriched 
in each cluster, with P values < 0.01. NE, no effect. Error bars represent standard deviation. (a) Clusters of FA morphology features. (b) Clusters of FA 
distribution features. (c) Clusters of cell shape features.429 MODULATION OF CELL ADHESION BY RNAi • Winograd-Katz et al.
and only 3 led to more centrally located FAs. These results are 
in accordance with previous results, showing that FAs are pref-
erentially formed in the cell periphery (Izzard and Lochner, 
1980; Zamir et al., 2000).
Those siRNAs inducing the formation of peripheral FAs 
(the DC5 cluster) were enriched in targeted genes involved in 
displayed  different  levels  of  essentially  the  same  phenotype 
(Fig. 4 b). A striking result of this analysis may be seen in the 
high negative correlation between FA abundance and enrich-
ment in peripheral FAs. Out of the 252 siRNAs from the low 
abundance FA clusters (DC3, -4, -6, -7, and -8), 172 led to en-
richment in peripheral FAs, 77 did not change the FA distribution, 
Figure 5.  Cross-correlations between all pairs of FA features, cell shape features, and cell coverage, in the significant “hits” of the siRNA screen. Spearman 
correlation values (see Materials and methods) between all pairs of measured features were calculated for all the screen hits (483 siRNAs). Correlation 
values are color-coded (see scale bar on the right), and the corresponding correlation (R) value is designated in each square. P-values of the correlations 
are indicated by the numbers in parentheses. The images shown exemplify significant correlations (P < 0.0005; marked by an asterisk), and refer to the 
square or squares enclosed by the red line, and connected with an arrow from the red dot. For example, the negative correlation between FA abundance 
and FA area, mean intensity, and length is indicated by the low abundance of big, bright, and long FAs in P101-PI3K, and high abundance of small, faint 
and short FAs in AMFR. An image of control (RF) cells is shown for comparison. The siRNAs are designated by the siRNA-targeted Entrez gene symbol. 
Perc., percentile. Bars, 10 µm.JCB • VOLUME 186 • NUMBER 3 • 2009   430
whereas highly spread-out cells are characterized by shorter 
adhesions. This apparent linkage is specifically perturbed by such 
siRNAs as TLN1 and CSK (see Fig. S3 for a summary of siRNAs 
that uncoupled the feature correlations).
Our findings of correlations between FA morphological 
features suggest that there is a common molecular pathway regu-
lating FA size, geometry, and paxillin content as small focal 
complexes mature into large FAs (Fig. 6). The siRNAs of clus-
ters MC1–4 perturb this common pathway. Nevertheless, the co-
regulation of these features is not absolute, and may be modulated 
by specific siRNAs, which apparently “uncouple” these features. 
For example, siRNAs of the MC7 cluster enhanced the forma-
tion of dot-like adhesions without blocking the formation of 
“mature FAs”; MC6 enhanced FA area without affecting its elon-
gation and intensity; and MC5 interfered with paxillin recruit-
ment and FA area without affecting FA elongation. These 
findings point to a possible hierarchy in the distinct stages of 
FA development, with sequential regulation of individual features 
by distinct gene families (Fig. 6).
To assess this interpretation, we selected three siRNA hits 
with  robust  effects  and,  using  time-lapse  video  microscopy, 
checked their effects on FA dynamics. TLN1 siRNA from cluster 
MC6, which reduces the number of FAs and increases their size 
and intensity compared with the RNA-induced silencing complex 
(Risc)-free control (RF), was found to display a dramatic reduc-
tion in FA initiation and turnover (Fig. 7 and Videos 1 and 2 for 
RF; and Videos 3 and 4 for TLN1). However, siRNAs of EGF re-
ceptor (EGFR) and CAV2, both of which perturb the “main path-
way” of FA maturation, exert their effect via two distinct 
mechanisms. EGFR siRNA induces fast turnover of FAs, which 
suggests that the EGFR is involved in FA stabilization (Fig. 7 and 
Videos 5 and 6). CAV2 siRNA, however, induces FAs that are as 
stable as those of control cells, but their growth is prematurely 
arrested, which suggests the involvement of CAV2 in FA matu-
ration (Fig. 7 and Videos 7 and 8). The knockdown efficiency of 
TLN1, EGFR, and CAV2 siRNAs is shown in Fig. S4 b.
Validation of the phenotypes induced  
by siRNA hits
To validate the effects of the siRNAs, a group of 86 siRNAs, 
displaying the most prominent effects, were selected. These   
siRNAs were chosen based on the phenotypic clustering data, 
with priority given to siRNAs from different clusters, especially 
those displaying high z scores, phenotypes that uncouple the 
normal feature correlations, or those that induce rare phenotypes 
(Table S9). The validation itself involved screening for the cel-
lular effects induced by the corresponding ON-TARGETplus 
(OTP) pools. OTPs have been shown to yield a reduced frequency 
of off-target effects (Jackson et al., 2006), but were shown to pro-
duce weaker phenotypes (Simpson et al., 2008); therefore, we 
used them at a concentration of 100 nM. We scored the effects as 
in the primary screen, and also compared the phenotypes visually. 
The siRNAs in which most of the features were similar to the 
SMARTpool phenotypes were designated as validated.
We  then  assessed  the  knockdown  efficiency  of  eight   
siRNAs that were chosen for validation. We did not see a sig-
nificant difference in the knockdown efficiency between the 
actin polymerization, whereas those leading to very low amounts 
of peripheral FAs (DC7) targeted genes involved in phosphory-
lation and in the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint.
Cell shape clusters (CC). The cell shape parameters 
(“CC clusters”) included cell spreading (based on projected cell 
area) and cell elongation. The siRNAs that increased cell elon-
gation (CC1) were biologically enriched in magnesium ion–
binding targeted genes (Fig. 4 c). The three siRNAs in CC2 
leading to low cell elongation were kinases. CC5, characterized 
by extensive spreading of largely nonelongated cells, contained 
siRNAs enriched in the myosin regulatory pathway, as well as 
receptor-binding signaling proteins. CC6, characterized by 
moderate cell spreading, was enriched with transmembrane re-
ceptor protein tyrosine phosphatases. The siRNAs leading to 
poor cell spreading (CC7) were rather diversified, whereas the 
siRNAs inducing mild cell contraction (CC8) were enriched 
with targeted genes involved in dephosphorylation.
A more detailed list of biological enrichments is shown in 
Tables S3, S5, and S7 for MC, DC, and CC clusters, respec-
tively. The siRNAs belonging to each of the clusters are listed in 
Tables S4, S6, and S8, respectively.
Cross-correlation between different  
FA and cell shape features after  
siRNA perturbation
To determine which of the FA and cellular features were co-
regulated by the genes knocked down in this screen, correlations 
between  pairs  of  measured  features  were  calculated  for  all 
siRNA hits. Fig. 5 shows all the correlations found (significant 
correlations are marked with an asterisk), and representative 
images of the affected cells. As in the clustering analysis (Fig. 4 a), 
this analysis confirmed that FA morphological features were 
highly correlated in the screen hits, similar to their correlation 
in control cells. This finding indicates that only a small fraction 
of the siRNA hits (22%) interfered with these intrinsic 
correlations. These findings also demonstrated that cell coverage 
was positively correlated with FA mean intensity and abundance, 
and negatively correlated with the “small and round FAs” feature. 
Moreover, the higher the abundance of FAs, the greater the 
overall surface coverage by the cells.
However, FA abundance was negatively correlated with FA 
area, mean intensity, and length. Indeed, in many cases, siRNA 
perturbation led to a decrease in the amount of FAs, and to an in-
crease in FA intensity and length (e.g., TLN1, P101-PI3K). The 
opposite phenotype; namely, formation of many small, faint, and 
short FAs, was induced by another set of siRNAs (e.g., AMFR, 
CDC25C). These results suggest that the establishment, growth, 
and maturation of FAs are differentially regulated by specific 
sets of genes, enabling cells to respond to matrix interactions 
either by enlarging existing adhesions or by creating new ones.
Particularly intriguing were those siRNAs that break the 
“common correlations,” such as ACTG1 and FMN1, which in-
duce highly abundant, yet normal or even large FAs; or APC and 
DUSP5, which promote the development of small, faint, and 
sparse FAs. Another interesting effect of siRNA is the perturba-
tion of the common correlation between cell shape and FA mor-
phology features. Thus, elongated cells tend to form longer FAs, 431 MODULATION OF CELL ADHESION BY RNAi • Winograd-Katz et al.
is highly enriched with phosphorylation and dephosphorylation 
events (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007a). The adhesome itself is enriched 
with kinases and phosphatases, and many of its signaling and 
scaffolding components have been shown to be phosphoproteins 
(Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007a). Our screen contained 109 molecules 
from the adhesome, including all of the integrins. Of those, 54 
were hits. In the validated group of 44 siRNAs, 8 are adhesome 
components: ITGAV, NCK2, FYN, PARVA, PKD1, PRKCA, 
ROCK1, and TLN1. Notably, siRNAs targeting ITGAV, PKD1, 
PARVA, and NCK2 led to changes in cell shape (elongated cells, 
CC1); the TLN1, PKD1, PARVA, and NCK2 phenotypes result 
in low abundant and peripheral FAs (DC6-7). These adhesome-
intrinsic components led to profound effects in FA distribution 
and cell shape, but did not affect the FA morphology. On the con-
trary, the three protein kinases—FYN, PRKCA and ROCK1—
affected the main pathway of FA development (cluster MC3). 
Two adhesome components led to low cell coverage: SYK and 
TRPM7. Both genes were previously shown to be involved in 
cell survival (Inatome et al., 2001; Wykes et al., 2007).
Surprisingly, the hits discovered in this screen were not 
particularly enriched in adhesome components, which suggests 
that the adhesome is regulated not only by its intrinsic, dedicated 
components, but also by additional, “upstream” phosphorylation-
regulated processes. The high percentage of hits that resulted 
from our screen indicates that the phosphorylation state of a 
large variety of components affects the adhesome, resulting in 
morphologically diverse adhesion phenotypes.
Our two major objectives in this screen were: (i) to de-
lineate the interrelationships between the various quantified 
SMARTpool reagents and the OTP reagents, even in the non-
validated siRNA phenotype (PHB; Fig. S4 b), which indicates 
that knockdown efficiency is not the only reason for the failure 
in validation. 44 siRNAs were validated (sample images of se-
lected validated hits are shown in Fig. S4 a). Table I summarizes 
the validated siRNAs, together with their cluster assignment. 
The genes belonging to the adhesome, and whether they are in-
trinsic  (FA  component  [FAC])  or  associated  (FA-associated 
component [FACA]) to FAs, are indicated. We also summarized 
their relevance to adhesion, cytoskeleton, FA structure, and cell 
migration, according to gene ontology annotations (supported 
by experimental evidence). 22 of our validated hits were not 
previously associated with adhesion and migration.
Discussion
In the high-resolution siRNA perturbation screen described herein, 
we probed the involvement of specific gene families in multiple 
aspects of integrin adhesion, as well as cellular morphogenesis. 
We primarily searched for genes that regulated specific mor-
phological features of FAs, yet did not block the formation of 
matrix adhesions altogether (of the total 1,180 siRNAs screened, 
only 39, mostly kinases, dramatically reduced the number of 
adherent cells).
The choice of specific siRNA libraries for modulation of 
FA features was primarily motivated by recent information con-
cerning the molecular constituents of integrin adhesions. In a re-
cent article, we demonstrated that the “integrin adhesome,” which 
consists of the components and regulators of integrin adhesions, 
Figure 6.  Proposed hierarchy of FA morphology reg-
ulation. A proposed model for the hierarchy of genes 
regulating FA morphology. FA growth was found to be 
regulated by a common molecular pathway, leading 
to a coordinated increase in the FA’s area, length, and 
paxillin  concentration  (indicated  by  the  shape  and 
green color intensity). This pathway was inhibited by 
siRNAs from clusters MC1–4 (the list of siRNAs in this 
figure is from MC1, which displayed the most striking 
effect). The concerted regulation of this pathway could 
be uncoupled by siRNA perturbations, which suggests 
additional, independent control of individual FA mor-
phology features, as depicted. MC5 siRNAs inhibited 
the increase in the area and intensity of FA, without   
disturbing the increase in FA length. MC6 siRNAs   
affected the pathway, causing an increase in FA area, 
and MC7 siRNAs increased the percentage of small 
and round FAs, without affecting paxillin intensity. The 
siRNAs in the clusters that uncoupled the correlated 
features  are  shown  together  with  their  “uncoupling 
factor” in parentheses.JCB • VOLUME 186 • NUMBER 3 • 2009   432
their seemingly robust appearance, adhesion sites are highly 
regulated structures, in which the various structural features can 
be individually modulated by specific scaffolding and signaling 
components. Nevertheless, with the exception of the relatively 
few siRNAs that induced nearly complete loss of cells, the ef-
fects observed here were moderate, and did not block FA for-
mation altogether. This finding is in line with the notion that the 
adhesome is a highly interconnected network (Zaidel-Bar et al., 
2007a). At the same time, examination of the effects of individ-
ual proteins on the dynamics of FA organization and formation 
revealed major changes in FA morphology, initiation, growth, 
and stability. This is manifested in the three siRNAs tested for 
their effect on the dynamics of FAs (TLN1, EGFR, and CAV2) 
affecting FA initiation, stability, turnover, and growth.
One of the most demanding aspects of this screen was the 
validation step, intended to unequivocally link the cellular re-
sponses to the elimination of one particular mRNA. The common 
validation approach used in high-throughput screens involves 
redundancy experiments, in which at least two if not multiple 
distinct silencing reagents targeting the same gene cause the 
same phenotype (Echeverri et al., 2006). This approach is only 
moderately effective for assessing multiparametric cellular 
effects. Based on our experience, the inherent variability in 
knockdown efficiency, the small variations in local cell density, 
and the effects of “gene-specific factors” (e.g., protein half-life, 
features of FA, and (ii) to assign specific genes to the regula-
tion of each feature or group of features. Our findings point to 
a possible hierarchy in the distinct stages of FA development. 
Accordingly, we propose a hierarchical model for FA develop-
ment in which there is a common pathway of FA size, geome-
try, and paxillin content, and in which there are some gene 
families that uncouple these correlated features (Fig. 6). Nota-
bly, the siRNAs that uncoupled the correlations were those 
targeting cytoskeletal genes, whereas those siRNAs affecting 
the features in a concerted manner primarily target signaling 
proteins (Figs. 4 a and 6).
Another interesting observation points to a high correla-
tion between small numbers of FAs and their tendency to local-
ize at the cell periphery (siRNA clusters DC6 and -7). Given the 
fact that FA assembly is usually initiated at the cell periphery, 
and that FAs “migrate” centripetally (Izzard and Lochner, 1980; 
Zamir et al., 2000), we propose that genes included in these 
clusters might be involved in the regulation of FA lifespan, 
rather than in their initiation or migration. These relationships 
could be uncoupled by siRNA treatment (e.g., cluster DC8), 
which preferentially reduced peripheral adhesions, suggesting 
that the suppression of the corresponding genes leads to arrest 
of FA formation or stability.
The findings reported herein may be considered at two 
distinct levels. At the “systems” level, it appears that despite 
Figure  7.  FA  adhesion  dynamics  of  TLN1,  EGFR,  and  CAV2. 
Time-lapse  videos  (Videos  1–8)  of  HeLa  cells  transfected  with 
TLN1, EGFR, CAV2, or Risc-free (RF) siRNA were used to create 
temporal ratio images (a) and for autocorrelation analysis (b). For 
each siRNA, the ratio between two time points, 10 min apart, is   
presented in color code: new pixels are blue, pixels that dis-
appeared are red, and unchanged pixels are represented by vari-
able colors, depending on the specific local intensity ratio. Yellow 
indicates identical intensities in the two time points. Note the high 
predominance of yellow pixels in TLN1-transfected cells, and note 
the high proportion of red and blue pixels in EGFR-transfected 
cells. For each siRNA, four different videos were used to perform 
autocorrelation analysis. Autocorrelation is calculated by com-
paring the adhesions at each time point with those at time zero. 
All points are plotted, as well as the single exponential decay 
fitting curve. The extracted decay time is: RF = 37.81 ± 2.07 min, 
TLN1 = 94.25 ± 12.71 min, EGFR = 24.45 ± 1.32 min, and 
CAV2 = 37.50 ± 0.89 min. The differences between RF, TLN1, 
and EGFR are highly significant (P < 0.0001). The knockdown of 
the three siRNAs is shown in Fig. S4 b. Bar, 10 µm.433 MODULATION OF CELL ADHESION BY RNAi • Winograd-Katz et al.
hits we identified into three groups. (i) Genes whose silencing   
resulted in a statistically significant effect on at least one param-
eter; this group is, indeed, very large, corresponding to 45% 
of all siRNAs tested. This apparently high rate is to be expected, 
given the enrichment in the tested libraries of molecules known 
to have an overall effect on cell adhesion and cytoskeletal   
development of compensatory mechanisms, and duplex stabil-
ity) suggest that a process that could accurately validate a multi-
parametric response should be individually optimized for each 
particular gene. In view of the apparent conflict between the   
assay’s content and throughput, it was not surprising that only 
half of the hits were validated. We therefore chose to divide the 
Table I.  List of validated hits
Gene ID siRNA Alias Clusters Adhesome GO
FA morphology FA distribution Cell shape
5217 PFN2 Profilin 2 MC-NE DC7 CC7 NR NR
9829 DNAJC6 DJC6 MC4 DC-NE CC4 NR NR
3706 ITPKA IP3KA MC-NE DC7 CC1 NR NR
4690 NCK1 NCK- MC6 DC5 CC-NE NR Cytoskeleton
55742 PARVA MXRA2 MC4 DC7 CC1 FAC, cytoskeletal FAC, adhesion
5578 PRKCA PKC- MC3 DC6 CC6 FAC, S/T kinase NR
545 ATR FRP1 MC-NE DC7 CC1 NR NR
29904 EEF2K eEF-2K MC-NE DC7 CC2 NR NR
2870 GRK6 GPRK6 MC-NE DC7 CC6 NR NR
3685 ITGAV CD51 MC2 DC-NE CC1 FAC, adhesion FAC, adhesion
4646 MYO6 DFNA22 MC5 DC6 CC1 NR Cytoskeleton
5613 PRKX PKX1 MC3 DC6 CC5 NR NR
157 ADRBK2 BARK2 MC-NE DC7 CC-NE NR NR
369 ARAF A-RAF MC3 DC6 CC5 NR NR
998 CDC42 CDC42Hs MC-NE DC-NE CC3 NR Cytoskeleton
1847 DUSP5 DUSP MC1 DC6 CC-NE NR NR
9294 EDG5 S1PR2 MC-NE DC7 CC1 NR NR
10082 GPC6 MGC126288 MC2 DC5 CC7 NR NR
9270 ITGB1BP1 ICAP1 MC-NE DC7 CC3 NR FAC, adhesion, migration
79834 KIAA2002 SGK269 MC3 DC1 CC-NE NR NR
78986 DUSP26 MKP8 MC3 DC7 CC3 NR NR
4641 MYO1C NMI MC6 DC4 CC8 NR Cytoskeleton
5289 PIK3C3 Vps34 MC4 DC6 CC5 NR NR
5310 PKD1 PBP MC-NE DC7 CC1 FAC, channel FAC, adhesion
5881 RAC3 RAC3 MC3 DC5 CC1 Cytoskeleton
6093 ROCK1 P160ROCK MC3 DC6 CC5 FACA, S/T kinase Cytoskeleton, adhesion,  
migration
6198 RPS6KB1 p70(S6K)- MC4 DC7 CC-NE NR NR
7077 TIMP2 CSC-21K MC6 DC6 CC-NE NR NR
8491 MAP4K3 GLK MC-NE DC6 CC8 NR NR
81629 TSSK3 STK22C MC4 DC6 CC1 NR NR
8440 NCK2 NCK MC5 DC5 CC1 FAC, adapter Cytoskeleton
1956 EGFR ERBB1 MC1 DC2 CC6 NR Adhesion, migration
4637 MYL6 ESMLC MC3 DC8 CC8 NR Cytoskeleton
657 BMPR1A ALK3 MC4 DC7 CC8 NR NR
1844 DUSP2 PAC1 MC6 DC-NE CC-NE NR NR
2534 FYN SYN MC3 DC1 CC-NE FACA, Tyr kinase NR
5526 PPP2R5B PR61B MC-NE DC3 CC7 NR NR
26191 PTPN22 LYP MC2 DC7 CC-NE NR NR
858 CAV2 CAV MC1 DC-NE CC-NE NR NR
3480 IGF1R CD221 MC-NE DC7 CC8 NR Migration
6251 RSU1 RSP-1 MC4 DC7 CC1 NR Adhesion
7094 TLN1 TLN MC6 DC7 CC7 FAC, cytoskeletal FAC, adhesion, migration
9641 IKBKE IKKE MC2 DC-NE CC5 NR NR
5218 PFTK1 PFTAIRE1 MC4 DC4 CC1 NR NR
The list includes the validated siRNA hits and their “cluster assignment,” based on the screen results. The standard gene symbol is indicated alongside one commonly 
used alias (from Entrez gene database, National Center for Biotechnology Information). The genes belonging to the adhesome are indicated, together with the family 
type. The gene ontology (GO) column summarizes the relevance to adhesion, cytoskeleton, FA structure, and cell migration, according to GO annotations (supported 
by experimental evidence). NR, not relevant, meaning that the particular gene is not listed in the adhesome or does not have GO annotations related to FA, cytoskel-
eton, adhesion, or migration.JCB • VOLUME 186 • NUMBER 3 • 2009   434
adhesion, with erratic migration and no polarity. These findings 
show that even in very different systems, knockdown of key ele-
ments in the cell adhesion process results in profound effects on 
cell adhesion and migration.
EGFR and NCK2 lead to a low Alamar blue phenotype 
(indicating cytotoxicity or a reduction in cell number) in the 
migration screen, whereas in our screen, they led to remarkable 
adhesion phenotypes. The sensitivity to knockdown of these 
two genes is different between the cell lines.
A  comparison  between  the  lists  of  low  coverage  (FA 
screen) and low Alamar (migration screen) show that siRNAs 
targeting PLK1 and AURKA both resulted in low cell numbers, 
which is in line with the notion that both are kinases involved in 
cell cycle control (Taylor and Peters, 2008). Talin, which, in our 
screen, affected cell shape, was also found to affect cell shape in 
an siRNA screen using Drosophila cell lines (Kiger et al., 2003), 
indicating the conserved function of this protein.
Given the prominent effects obtained in this screen, we 
have  placed  images  showing  representative  examples  of  the 
effects of all siRNAs tested in a database hosted by the Cell 
Migration Consortium (http://www.cellmigration.org/resource/
discovery/geiger/geiger2009_rnai.cgi).
Collectively, these results provide the first set of data con-
cerning genes regulating FA formation and imply novel hier-
archical relationships previously unexplored.
Materials and methods
Reporter cell line
HeLa cells were retrovirally infected with YFP-tagged human paxillin in a 
pBabe vector. Single-cell cloning was used to obtain a morphologically 
uniform population.
SiRNA libraries
Libraries  were  obtained  from  Thermo  Fischer  Scientific  (http://www 
.dharmacon.com/HomePage.aspx)  based  on  gene  annotations  from 
2004. SMARTpools consisted of mixtures of four different siRNA sequences 
targeting the same gene. Three human siARRAY siRNA Libraries (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) were screened: a kinase library targeting 576 kinases 
(protein kinases, selected based on (Manning et al. [2002], and lipid 
kinases), a phosphatase library targeting 192 phosphatases, and a cus-
tom library targeting 312 expanded family members of genes with known 
or predicted roles in cell adhesion and migration.
Screening protocol
HeLa cells (250 cells per well) were plated in 50 µl DME (Invitrogen) + 
10% FCS (Biological Industries) in 384-well plates (F-bottomed, Clear; 
Greiner Bio-One, GmbH), and cultured for 24 h at 37°C with 5% CO2. The 
next day, 30 µl of the culture medium was removed from the cells, and cells 
were then transfected by direct addition of the 5-µl transfection mixture 
(1.25 µl siRNA [2 µM or 1 µM] in 2.5 µl DME with 0.25 µl Oligofectamine 
[Invitrogen] in 2.5 µl DME). Transfection was performed in duplicate. Cells 
were incubated for 24 h, and 40 µl of DME was then added so that the 
cells were grown for two more days in DME with 3% FCS. Control wells 
were  left  either  untransfected  or  transfected  with  siCONTROL  Risc-free 
siRNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each plate contained two wells with 
siCONTROL TOX (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as an internal transfection con-
trol. The siCONTROL TOX is an RNA duplex that, when transfected into the 
cell, leads to cell death. Transfection efficiency was assessed by estimating 
the amounts of cells that remained viable in the well. Only plates with 
>90% transfection were taken for the screen.
After treatment, cells were fixed in 3% PFA for 20 min, and washed 
with PBS. Plates with fixed cells in PBS were screened.
Two  screens  were  performed  at  final  siRNA  concentrations  of 
100 nM and 50 nM.
organization. (ii) A selected group of 86 siRNAs whose effects 
were most pronounced, and included the capacity to “uncouple” 
features that would otherwise be highly correlated. And finally 
(iii), a group of 44 validated hits.
When comparing our results with previous data on the tar-
geting of specific genes, we found various examples that are in 
accordance with previous knockouts or inhibition phenotypes. 
Talin1 (TLN1) knockdown, for example, which led to poor cell 
spreading and low numbers of FAs in our screen, was shown to 
be an essential element in FA structure (Albigès-Rizo et al., 
1995; Priddle et al., 1998; Nayal et al., 2004); its knockout in 
undifferentiated embryonic stem cells inhibited cell spreading 
and FA formation (Nuckolls et al., 1992) in a similar manner to 
our own knockdown phenotype.
ROCK1 is known to be a downstream effector of Rho, in-
volved in contractility and in the growth of FA (Amano et al., 
2000). The siRNA knockdown of Rho kinase (ROCK1) in our 
screen led to highly spread cells and small FAs, which would be 
expected from the impairment of cell contractility, and similar 
to the effects of a ROCK1 inhibitor (Mammoto et al., 2004).
Fibroblast cell lines derived from Nck1
/ Nck2
/ em-
bryos display defects in cell motility and in the organization 
of the lamellipodial actin network (Bladt et al., 2003). Knock-
down of NCK1 in our screen led to larger and peripheral FAs 
without affecting FA intensity or length, and had no effect on 
cell shape. Knockdown of NCK2, however, led to the forma-
tion of elongated cells with low numbers of peripheral FAs. 
Both phenotypes could lead to aberrant cell motility, though 
by different mechanisms.
The libraries screened in this work were also assayed in 
a wound-healing screen performed in the Brugge Laboratory 
(Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). We compared our vali-
dated hits with the hits in the migration screen performed on 
MCF10A cells with the same libraries (Simpson et al., 2008). 
Although the two screens are very different (different cell line, 
wound  healing  vs.  steady-state  adhesion,  and  moderate  cell 
density vs. monolayers), we found 13 hits in common. From the 
validated siRNA hits in our screen, five led to impaired cell mi-
gration (TLN1, RSU1, IFG1R, IKBKE, and PFTK1). The im-
paired cell migration of cells treated with TLN1 siRNA is in 
accordance with the low FA turnover that we observed (Fig. 7), 
indicating that TLN1 is required for FA turnover, which is es-
sential for effective cell migration. RSU1 siRNA-treated cells 
displayed small numbers of small, faint, and round FAs in the 
cell periphery, and the cells acquired an elongated shape. RSU1, 
which is selectively up-regulated in basal high-grade breast 
tumors (Simpson et al., 2008), was shown to be localized to FAs, 
together with PINCH1 and ILK; moreover, an siRNA for RSU1 
was  previously  reported  to  impair  cell  adhesion  (Dougherty   
et al., 2005). The impairment of migration by RSU1 siRNA 
seems to be caused by the effect of RSU1 on cell adhesion.
In the migration screen, six of our validated hits led to   
accelerated closure of the wound in MCF10A cells (PFN2, 
DNAJ6, ITPKA, NCK1, PARVA, and PRKCA). siRNA target-
ing of PFN2 in our screen led to rounded cells with low abun-
dant FAs at the cell periphery. Indeed, in the MCF10A migration 
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effects on the selected features (FA morphology, FA distribution, and cell 
shape). Analysis of biological feature enrichment was performed using 
Genomica software developed in E. Segal’s laboratory (Weizmann Insti-
tute  of  Science,  Rehovot,  Israel;  Segal  et  al.,  2004;  http://genomica 
.weizmann.ac.il).
To quantify the extent to which the phenotypes of specific siRNA de-
viate from the mean observed FA morphology feature correlations, we 
sorted the Mahalanobis (Mahalanobis, 1936) distance between the signa-
ture of each hit and the median signature, and ranked the resulting dis-
tances. Then, we calculated the percentile of the ranks for each siRNA. 
siRNAs with high percentiles of these ranks are those genes that uncouple 
the feature correlations (percentiles for the uncoupling siRNAs are shown 
in Fig. 6).
Time-lapse video microscopy and ratio imaging
Time-lapse movies were recorded using the Real Time Delta Vision System 
(Applied Precision, LLC), which consists of an inverted microscope (IX71; 
Olympus) equipped with a CoolSnap HQ camera (Photometrics) and 
weather station temperature controller (Precision Control, LLC), operated 
by SoftWoRx and Resolve3D software (Applied Precision, LLC). Images 
were acquired with a Plan-Apochromat 60×/1.40 NA objective (Olym-
pus). Cells were maintained at 37°C in DME without Phenol Red and ribo-
flavin (Biological Industries) and supplemented with 10% FCS under a 
humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.
Temporal  ratio  images  were  calculated  and  presented  as  de-
scribed previously (Zamir et al., 2000). In this process, the intensity ratio 
of identical pixels in images acquired at different time points is calcu-
lated and represented by a color scale, such that “new pixels” are blue, 
pixels that disappeared are red, and unchanged pixels are represented 
by variable colors, depending on the specific local intensity ratio. Yellow 
indicates identical intensities in the two time points. Autocorrelation analy-
sis was performed as described previously (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007b), 
comparing the relative intensities of all the image pixels at two time 
points. Temporal ratio images and autocorrelation analysis were per-
formed on videos that were high-pass filtered for optimal visualization of 
FA, after determining a threshold above which all pixels were defined as 
parts  of  adhesion  structures.  The  student’s  t  test  was  performed  with 
GraphPad Software, and graphs and fits were created with OriginPro 
7.0 (OriginLab Corporation).
Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows images from control and selected (adhesion-related siRNA) 
wells. Fig. S2 shows the reproducibility of measured features. Fig. S3 
shows examples of siRNAs that produce changes in correlated features, 
and siRNAs that break the correlations; the images of the siRNA-treated 
cells may be seen at http://www.cellmigration.org/resource/discovery/
geiger/geiger2009_rnai.cgi. Fig. S4 shows representative images of the 
validated siRNA hits and knockdown measurements. Videos 1, 3, 5, and 
7 show FA dynamics of the HeLa cells transfected with Risc-free, TLN1, 
EGFR, and CAV2 siRNAs, respectively. Videos 2, 4, 6, and 8 show the 
temporal ratios of the Risc-free, TLN1, EGFR, and CAV2 siRNAs, respec-
tively. Table S1 shows the biological features enriched in the low-coverage 
cluster. Table S2 shows the screen results for all of the siRNAs tested. Tables 
S3, S5, and S7 describe the biological features enriched in all clusters, 
and the siRNA list of each cluster (MC, DC, and CC clusters) is presented 
in Tables S4, S6, and S8, respectively). Table S9 lists the prominent hits 
selected for validation, identifying their respective clusters and the valida-
tion result. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb 
.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200901105/DC1.
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Microscope and controlling program
The automated microscopy systems (Liron et al., 2006; Paran et al., 2006) 
were based on IX71 and IX81 microscopes (Olympus). Automation was 
provided by ProScan (Prior Scientific), and included an xy stage, focus, 
shutters, and excitation and emission filter wheels. A fast laser AutoFocus 
attachment (Liron et al., 2006) was applied to focus the objective before 
image acquisition by means of a charge-coupled device camera (Quantix 
57; Photometrics). The system was controlled by self-written Resolve6D soft-
ware running in the RedHat Linux operating system. University of Califor-
nia at San Francisco Image Visualization Environment (http://www.msg 
.ucsf.edu/IVE/)  and  Priism  libraries  were  used  for  image  display  and 
graphic user interfaces (GUIs). The acquired images in each well were 
tiled into montages in order to enable an overall visual impression of cell 
variability and for detection of consistent effects.
Image analysis
The general design of our computerized image analysis was described 
previously (Paran et al., 2007). In brief, images were first segmented into 
objects, using a binary threshold for the high-pass filtered images. For each 
object, morphological, fluorescence intensity, and estimated background 
parameters were calculated. In addition, the percentage of area covered 
by cells related to total image area (“cell coverage”) was calculated for 
each image, using the difference between the cell-free background fluores-
cence level, and cytoplasm diffuse fluorescence. Object-by-object, multi-
parameter data were saved for each image in separate files. User-controlled 
ranges for each parameter (minimum, maximum, and gates) defined the 
objects to be included, and excluded outliers.
Data analysis
Scoring of FA and cellular features. The statistical distribution of the morpho-
logical FA parameters in the cells is not normal (see Paran et al., 2006); 
therefore, the selected scoring approach involved calculation of “percen-
tile values” of these features. For FA area and intensity parameters, the 
60th percentile (i.e., the FA area below which 60% of all FAs are found) 
and the 90th percentile for FA length, which detects the presence of the 
relatively low abundant, long FAs, were scored. To evaluate simultaneous 
alterations in FA axial ratio and total area distribution, a two-parameter 
quadrant was evaluated, using the 30th percentile value of each para-
meter in control wells as the gate values (percentage of small and round 
FAs). The score was defined as the fraction of objects in the low axial ratio–
low area quadrant, out of the total number of objects in the tested sample. 
Wells in which the mean cell coverage was low were filtered from the 
analysis, and the siRNAs producing this effect were grouped into the “low 
cell coverage” cluster.
Each plate contained 10–16 control wells. For each feature, i (i = 
1:5), the mean Fi, and standard deviation Si of the control wells were cal-
culated (excluding outliers), and a z score was assigned to each gene, 
defined as  Z X F S i
j
i
j
i i = − ( )/ ,  where  Xi
j  is the value of feature i for siRNA j. 
Hits in our screen were those genes in which the z score was either higher 
than 3.5 or lower than 3.5. This corresponds to a false discovery rate of 
0.001 (i.e., 1/1,000 of the hits are, on average, false hits). Our reported 
hits constitute those genes that scored as hits according to these criteria in 
both 50 nM and 100 nM siRNA concentrations, or those genes that were 
toxic at 100 nM and scored as hits at 50 nM.
Besides the FA morphological features that were automatically cal-
culated, images were visually inspected, and four additional features were 
scored: two features describing FA distribution (namely, their abundance 
and their subcellular localization) and two features describing cell shape 
(elongation and spreading). All visual scores ranged from 2 to 2, where 
a value of 0 corresponds to control wells. The result of this analysis was a 
phenotype vector of length 8 for each siRNA.
To assess the reproducibility of our measurements, we calculated the 
mean coefficient of variance (standard deviation divided by the mean of 
all the z scores) for each siRNA in the screen.
Feature correlations. Spearman correlations between all pairs of fea-
tures of the screen hits (z scores and manual scores) were used for defining 
the  relationships  between  phenotypic  features.  The  application  of  the 
Spearman correlation, which uses feature ranks rather than absolute val-
ues, is more suitable than the Pearson correlation in our case, as some of 
our features were scored manually, and others were z scores, with different 
inherent scales. P-values constitute the probability of obtaining these corre-
lations by random chance.
Assignment of “phenotypic signatures” to specific siRNAs. Hits were 
hierarchically clustered using the Cluster 3.0 program (Euclidean distance, 
mean linkage), generating specific clusters of siRNAs that induce similar JCB • VOLUME 186 • NUMBER 3 • 2009   436
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